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Dear Mr. Walsh and Members of the Board: 
 

One of the Office of the State Comptroller’s primary objectives is to identify areas where 
local governments can improve their operations and provide guidance and services that will assist 
local officials in making those improvements.  Our goals are to develop and promote short-term and 
long-term strategies to enable and encourage local government officials to reduce costs, improve 
service delivery, and to account for and protect their government’s assets. 
 

In accordance with these goals, we conducted a New York City-wide study to assess the 
effectiveness of the Empire Zone Program (Program).  Specifically, the study focused on whether 
zone officials are designing and modifying goals to achieve measurable results, implementing 
systems to monitor and evaluate performance, and whether goals are being achieved and the 
expected benefits received.  Our review focused primarily on 1999 through 2002 data.  The South 
Jamaica Empire Zone was one of the three zones included in this citywide study. 
 

This review, conducted pursuant to Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution, and further 
authority vested in the State Comptroller by Article 3 of the General Municipal Law, provides 
observations and recommendations specific to the South Jamaica Empire Zone.  However, because 
the Program is primarily State-funded and administered at the local level, some recommendations for 
Program improvement will be directed to the Legislature and State officials in a statewide report.  
Consequently, the statewide report should be used in conjunction with this report to obtain a 
comprehensive understanding of the Program. 
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Background 
 

Empire Zones are designated areas in the State that offer tax benefits and incentives to 
encourage economic development, business investment, and job creation.  Pursuant to General 
Municipal Law §956 (GML), the goal of the Program is to create jobs and stimulate private 
investment in new or existing businesses in order to alleviate problems in impoverished areas of the 
State.  To be eligible for zone designation, a sponsoring locality (city, county, village, or town) must 
meet certain criteria, many of which are measures of poverty, unemployment, and economic distress. 
There are currently 72 designated zones, 10 of which are located in New York City.  Zone 
Administrative Boards are responsible for establishing goals, developing objectives to achieve the 
goals, establishing zone boundaries, and monitoring and evaluating zone performance.  The 
Commissioner of New York City’s Department of Small Business Services (Department) serves as 
the Chairman of the Zone Administrative Board for each of the City’s zones and the Department 
oversees the activities of the zones.  A zone coordinator administers the Program on a day-to-day 
basis, pursuant to a contract with the New York State Department of Economic Development (DED) 
which administers the Program at the State level. 
 

To receive certain benefits, such as a sales tax refund, a business needs only to reside within 
the boundaries of a zone.  However, other benefits are dependent upon a business receiving “zone-
certification.”  This generally entails increasing, or at least maintaining, jobs and/or investing in a 
business.  To become certified, a business must submit an application to the zone’s certification 
officer documenting what projected job creation or investment will occur.  The zone and the State 
jointly certify the application.  Once certified, a business can also receive additional benefits, such as 
a sales tax exemption, by applying for Qualified Empire Zone Enterprise (QEZE) status.  To 
maintain QEZE status, a certified business must meet an annual employment test requirement.  In 
addition, New York City offers the Industrial and Commercial Incentive Program (ICIP).  The ICIP 
provides for partial exemption of taxation for eligible industrial and commercial buildings which are 
constructed, modernized, rehabilitated, expanded, or otherwise physically improved. 
 

Beginning in the 1960s, the Jamaica section of Queens experienced erosion in its position as 
the City’s fourth largest business district.  New regional shopping malls siphoned off downtown 
retail activity, resulting in the closing of all three downtown Jamaica department stores, the 
relocation of two headquarter banks, the loss of its newspaper, largest industry, and the departure of 
other jobs and economic activity linked to those anchors. 
 

The South Jamaica Empire Zone (Zone) was established in 1987.  In total, 87 certified 
businesses in the Zone reported that they invested $15.1 million in 2002 and received approximately 
$264,000 in tax benefits.  The Zone coordinator also reported that 430 jobs were created and 4 new 
businesses were established in 2002.  This information, which was reported by the businesses and 
compiled by the Zone coordinator, is not independently verified. 
 

A preliminary version of the matters discussed in this report was provided to Zone officials 
for their review and feedback.  We have considered their comments in preparing this report. 
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Results of Study 
 

The South Jamaica Zone Administrative Board (Zone Board) has established goals that align 
with the Legislative intent of the Program, except for one goal which partially does not.  Most of the 
Zone’s goals are clear and performance can be measured against them, but some are not sufficiently 
specific and measurable to assess whether they are being achieved.  In addition, errors in the Zone’s 
reporting system result in inaccurate annual reports of the Zone’s performance.  The Zone’s 
monitoring and evaluation system is also deficient in some respects.  As a result, many Zone 
businesses reported performance shortfalls, yet no action was taken by the Zone Board against these 
businesses.  The following is more specific information to support our overall observations, as well 
as other areas of improvement identified during our fieldwork. 
 
Program Administration 
 

One of the most important functions of the Zone Board is to develop and modify Program 
goals and objectives and periodically assess performance by measuring outcomes.  This is 
commonly referred to as performance measurement.  Performance measurement focuses on 
determining how well a program accomplishes what it is intended to and provides accountability 
over government services by comparing results against expected outcomes and resource allocations. 
 

To effectively manage the Program, the Zone Board needs to develop specific, measurable, 
and quantifiable goals and objectives that align with the Program’s intent.  The initial zone 
designation application identifies the Zone’s short- and long-term goals, the objectives to implement 
the goals, and procedures for evaluating performance.  In addition to the long- and short-term goals 
and achievements, subsequent annual plans should include specific objectives and tasks which will 
be performed to address the Zone’s goals. 
 

Goals provide guidance to officials responsible for implementing the Program and ensure a 
common understanding of what is supposed to be accomplished.  Furthermore, clear and quantifiable 
goals, with accompanying benchmarks, allow the Zone Board and other interested parties to assess 
whether goals were met and outcomes achieved.  For example, the Zone Board may determine that it 
wants to create 1,000 new jobs in the community and will annually measure job placements in the 
census tract and unemployment rates in the geographic region as ways to gauge Program success.  
By periodically assessing performance, the Zone Board can determine whether goals and objectives 
need to be modified. 
 

DED has recognized that each Zone needs to be managed locally to address the unique 
situations affecting it.  Areas of the State and New York City have different attributes for attracting 
businesses and different demographic and economic issues.  These issues make it impractical to use 
a uniform Program model.  As such, Zone Boards have been provided significant flexibility with the 
manner in which they can establish goals and objectives.  However, the enabling legislation also 
stipulates specifically what the intent of the Program is and consequently what the State expects to 
receive from the Program costs.  Based on the GML, the intent of the Program is to create jobs and 
stimulate private investment in new or existing businesses in order to alleviate problems in 
impoverished areas of the State. 
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Our review disclosed that the Zone Board established long- and short-term goals that 
generally relate to the Program intent.  However, one of the goals is to retain and attract new 
businesses.  While attracting new businesses is consistent with the primary intent of the Program, it 
is questionable whether retaining businesses also meets this intent. 
 

Many of the goals in the 2002 Zone Annual Plan are stated in terms such that the extent to 
which they are achieved could be quantifiably measured.  However, some goals were not stated in 
quantifiable terms.  For example, one goal to retain and attract new businesses, and another goal to 
improve the physical appearance of the Zone, do not contain benchmarks or outcome measures to 
determine whether they have been accomplished.  Making all of its goals quantifiable would better 
enable the Zone to determine whether they are met, particularly the goals related to attracting new 
businesses.  Annually, businesses participating in the Program submit a Business Annual Report 
(BAR) to the Zone coordinator that includes, among other information, job, investment, and selected 
tax data.  The Zone coordinator compiles this information along with other Zone activity information 
and files a Zone Annual Report (ZAR) with DED.  We also noted significant inaccuracies in the 
ZARs that make them unusable for determining the extent to which the Zone achieved its goals.  
These inaccuracies are described in the following sections of this report.  
 

In addition, the Zone’s designation application did not contain a sufficient evaluation plan to 
assess Zone performance.  The Zone’s plan does include some outcome measures such as 
employment levels, job training, development and implementation of a phased road and sewer 
reconstruction program in the Park, vacancy rates of private land and buildings, and construction of 
commercial or industrial space on private land.  However, the plan does not include other relevant 
outcome measures such as per capita income in the census tract, unemployment rates, and increased 
tax base figures that could be used to measure Program performance.  The use of such outcome 
measures would focus Zone efforts and allow officials to determine whether Program goals are 
achieved and if the Program accomplishes what the legislation intended it to.  The Zone coordinator 
told us they do not track some of the indicators that are in the Zone application.  Furthermore, Zone 
officials told us that the Zone’s role is to provide intake, outreach, and technical assistance to 
businesses, not to assess Zone performance, and that they do not receive sufficient funding from 
DED and the City of New York to undertake an assessment of Zone performance. 
 
Monitoring, Evaluation, and Enforcement Procedures 
 

DED’s Rules and Regulations provide that the Zone certification officer and the 
Commissioners of Labor and DED can jointly revoke the certificate of a business (i.e., decertify the 
business) for a variety of reasons, including the failure of the business to create new employment or 
prevent the loss of employment.  However, the Zone does not have a system in place to address such 
performance shortfalls by Zone businesses receiving benefits.  The Zone coordinator stated that the 
Zone would not decertify a business for failing to meet its goals, but that they would notify DED to 
decertify a business for failing to file a BAR, for moving out of the Zone, or for having gone out of 
business.  The fact that 19 (43 percent) of the Zone’s 44 businesses that we reviewed reported 
having fewer employees in December 2002 than they had up to three years earlier underscores the 
importance of having a system in place to address performance shortfalls. 
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Neither the Zone coordinator nor the Zone Board have requested information from the New 
York State Department of Taxation and Finance and Department of Labor to verify job, investment, 
and tax data reported on the BARs.  (Department officials claim they requested this information 
through DED, but were told that it wasn’t available.)  Furthermore, they have not taken other steps 
within their control, such as contacting the businesses for additional supporting documentation, to 
verify the reported data.  Zone officials stated that BAR information is an attestation by the business 
and the Zone does not have the resources to verify such data.  Further, the Zone coordinator does not 
believe that the Zone has the authority to ask businesses for supporting documentation.  
Consequently, the Zone coordinator is relying on businesses to let them know how they are 
performing and how much the Program is costing and benefiting taxpayers without any assurances 
as to the accuracy and completeness of reported data. 
 

Job Creation 
 

To analyze job creation performance, we compared the businesses’ projected job creation 
identified on their applications to “actual” job creation reported on the BARs for a judgmental 
sample of 50 of the 87 certified businesses in the Zone in 2002 (our selection did not include 
businesses certified in late 2002 and 2003, because they were not required to submit a 2002 BAR).  
The applications projected the number of jobs to be created over a two-year period.  Of the 50 
businesses selected, 44 submitted BARs and 6 did not.  Our analysis of performance by the 44 
individual businesses that submitted BARs shows that only 17 businesses (39 percent) reported that 
they met or surpassed their projected job growth.  The remaining 27 businesses reported that they 
either reduced staffing (19 businesses), did not add any jobs (1 business), or did not add enough jobs 
to meet their projected job increases (7 businesses).  These results underscore the importance of 
having a system in place to monitor and address performance shortfalls. 
 

As the table below indicates, however, the aggregate performance of the Zone businesses 
was very high in spite of the fact that 43 percent of the businesses (19 businesses) in our sample 
reduced their staffing.  The 44 businesses, which projected to add 683 full-time and 93 part-time 
jobs, added 859 full-time and 88 part-time jobs, exceeding the full-time job goal by about 176 jobs, 
and nearly meeting the part-time job goal, falling short by only 5 jobs.  This means that the 
businesses achieved 126 percent of the goal for full-time jobs and 95 percent of the goal for part-
time jobs. 
 

Projected Job 
Growth Per 

Years Certified 
Actual Job 

Growth 

Jobs Over/(Short) 
of Projected 

Growth Years 
Certified 

Number of 
Businesses FT PT FT PT FT PT 

Over 2 38 623 21 799 2 176 (19) 
1 – 2 4 60 72 41 76 (19) 4 

Under 1 2 0 0 19 10 19 10 
Totals 44 683 93 859 88 176 (5) 

 
Three of the 19 businesses that reported they lost jobs also reported that they claimed QEZE 

tax benefits totaling $40,000.  Since these benefits are directly tied to increasing or at least 
maintaining jobs, this performance shortfall is of particular concern.  It is possible that the tax 
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benefits reported on the related BARs were not accurate, which should be investigated, or the 
businesses may have improperly interpreted the BAR instructions.  (We provided this information to 
Department of Taxation and Finance officials for their review.) 

 
Zone Investment 

 
To analyze investment performance, we compared projected investment identified on the 

business applications to “actual” investments reported on the 2002 BARs for the 50 certified 
businesses in our sample.  The business applications identify the amount of investment to be made 
and the expected start and completion dates of each investment.  The business applications for 9 of 
the 50 businesses identified projected investments totaling $10,139,000 between January 1, 1999 and 
December 31, 2002.  (The other 41 businesses did not include projected investments in their 
applications.)  We compared this projected investment to the investments they reported on the BARs 
for the same period (the BARs were available for all four years for 6 of the 9 businesses).  We found 
that overall, the six businesses reported total investments of $6,922,829, which is $1,535,171 (18 
percent) below the projected investment level.  Three businesses of the six reported that they 
exceeded their projected investment by $930,270, while three businesses fell short of their 
projections by $2,465,441.  The applications for the remaining three businesses identified projected 
investments of $1,681,000 between January 1, 1999 and December 31, 2002, but a BAR was not 
available for one or more of the four years or a business closed or moved out of the Zone.  However, 
based on the BARs that were available, these three businesses fell short of their projected 
investments by $1,145,866. 
 

Cost-Benefit Analysis 
 

By performing cost-benefit analyses, the Zone Board could determine whether taxpayer 
dollars are used efficiently and effectively.  Such an analysis of estimated costs and benefits, 
prepared prior to certifying a business, could protect against situations where a business receives tax 
benefits that exceed the benefits provided to the community.  Subsequent cost-benefit analyses of 
certified businesses could help prevent such situations from continuing.  In addition, periodic Zone-
wide cost-benefit analyses could assist the Zone Board in determining whether the Program is 
operating efficiently and effectively. 
 

As was previously mentioned, the reported BAR data is not verified by using third-party 
data. In addition, the Zone reports that it is not able to collect job pay rate data or the volume of 
benefits provided under the ICIP because the New York City Department of Finance does not keep 
such data for Zone businesses.  The Department obtains data on utility discounts provided to 
businesses, but this is not broken down by business.  Therefore, the Zone does not have sufficient 
data to perform a complete cost-benefit analysis.  Most importantly, the Zone Board does not 
perform cost-benefit analyses either Zone-wide or for individual Zone businesses. 
 

We did not attempt to conduct Zone-wide cost-benefit analyses because of inadequate data 
maintained by the Zones and in most cases we were unable to conduct individual business cost-
benefit analyses because of similar limitations.  For example, the BAR requires that total gross 
payroll and total employees be reported, but does not require that payroll attributable to the new 
employees be identified.  As such, individual cost-benefit analysis using BAR information can only 
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be conducted in situations where all employees are new.  We reviewed BAR and summary 
spreadsheets of BAR information and identified five Zone businesses for which we could readily 
conduct a cost-benefit analysis.  In these cases, the benefits these businesses provided the 
community through increased payroll and investments exceeded the State and local tax benefits they 
received by more than $2,554,882 for 2002.  These businesses reported receiving tax benefits of 
$38,631 for employing 76 full-time and 21 part-time persons who were paid a total of $2,311,176 
and making investments totaling $282,337. 
 

Due to the fact that ICIP benefits and utility discounts are not broken down by business, they 
were not included in our cost-benefit analysis.  It is also important to note that the cost-benefit 
analysis for 2002 may not capture all costs because the BAR does not include State sales 
exemptions, reduced utility costs, or local tax savings that may be received by businesses. 
 

The Department also has not formally analyzed the cost-benefits of the Program in the New 
York City zones.  Department officials informed us that they had several informal analyses 
compiled, but do not consider them sufficiently reliable to utilize. 
 

Zone Annual Reports 
 

Each zone is required to submit a Zone Annual Report (ZAR) to DED.  We found 
inconsistencies in how Zone officials complete parts of the report, especially Attachment B, which 
summarizes important performance data for the Zone including: the number of jobs created and 
retained by certified businesses; the number of new businesses created in the Zone; the number of 
businesses retained in the Zone; and the total amount of private capital leveraged with public funds.  
Zone officials told us that the instructions for compiling some of the data for Attachment B are 
unclear.  Most of the data for Attachment B is taken from the BARs submitted by the Zone certified 
businesses.  Examples of the deficiencies we noted are as follows: 
 

• The Attachment B instructions for calculating jobs created by certified businesses state that 
full-time and part-time jobs reported on the BARs should be added together.  However, the 
BAR captures total employment figures, not the number of jobs created during the year.  
Therefore, Attachment B should instruct the zones to subtract employment at the beginning 
of the year (per the prior year’s BAR, or for new businesses, from the application), from 
year-end employment per the current BAR.  We analyzed the Zone’s 2002 Attachment B and 
a spreadsheet that the Zone used to calculate jobs created.  We found that the Zone 
incorrectly reported 430 jobs created, in many cases because it did not subtract jobs existing 
at the beginning of the year or at the time of the business’ application.  Additionally, the 
Zone did not subtract any of the jobs reported as lost by some businesses from the jobs 
created by other businesses. 

• Similar inconsistencies were noted in the reporting of private capital leveraged with public 
funds.  Attachment B says to “Include equity investments made by EDZ certified businesses 
in cases where they received state or local financing assistance.  Also include direct equity 
investments in EDZ-certified businesses supported with the use of zone capital credits.”  The 
Zone coordinator told us they were unsure how to report this amount, and were instructed by 
the Department to count all investments made by companies that had taken credits as 
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investments leveraged by public funds and to obtain the figure from the bottom line (total) of 
Section D of the BAR (Fixed Asset Investments).  According to DED officials, the ZAR 
should include equity investments and any zone infrastructure investments in an area such as 
an industrial park, that result in businesses being attracted to that park and making 
investments.  However, they noted that the data is not obtained from the BARs.  Therefore, 
the Zone should have a separate mechanism to capture and track this amount.  

• The Zone’s ZARs contain significant errors that prevent them from being used to assess the 
Zone’s performance in achieving its goals.  For example, in 2000, the goals on the mid-year 
progress report did not match the recorded goals on the end-of-year report, when they should 
be the same.  Also, the accomplishments reported on the mid-year progress reports were 
identical to those reported on the end-of-year report for both 2001 and 2002.  The progress 
section for some goals was blank, and for other goals identical accomplishments were 
reported several years in a row.  For example, the Annual Report for three years (1999-2001) 
included one company as a retained company, and their employees (932 in 1999; 1,008 in 
2000; and 911 in 2001) as retained jobs, which duplicates the count of retained jobs.  The 
Zone coordinator speculated that these problems were caused by word processing errors 
when preparing the reports. 

 
Recommendations 

 
1. Develop a complete and comprehensive written evaluation plan that addresses all 

aspects of performance measurement and Program administration.  This should 
include establishing clear, quantifiable, and measurable goals and objectives that use 
outcome measures and benchmarks. 

 
2. Establish and implement comprehensive performance measurement and evaluation 

systems.  If necessary, request assistance from DED to establish such systems. 
 

3. Improve monitoring and evaluation systems to address control deficiencies.  At a 
minimum this should include developing specific job creation and investment criteria 
for certifying a business and annually comparing BARs to applications. 

 
(Zone officials believe DED should provide the zones with guidance on Program 
evaluation.) 

 
4. Institute a system to address performance shortfalls by Zone businesses.  Initiate de-

certification procedures for businesses with recurrent performance shortfalls. 
 

(Zone officials do not believe this recommendation meets the spirit of the Program.  
They stated that businesses’ job creation and investment projections can change for 
legitimate reasons.) 

 
5. Pursue agreements with DED, the State Department of Taxation and Finance, and the 

State Department of Labor to obtain necessary information to verify the accuracy of 
the data reported by individual businesses.  If such agreements cannot be negotiated, 
develop other systems to verify reported data.  Data discrepancies should be 
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investigated to ensure that data reported by the businesses to the Zone is accurate. 
 

(Zone officials stated that BAR information is an attestation by the business and the 
Zone does not have the resources to verify such data.  Further, the Zone coordinator 
does not believe that the Zone has the authority to ask businesses for supporting 
documentation.) 

 
6. Conduct cost-benefit analyses to help ensure that individual businesses are not 

certified if it would result in those businesses receiving tax benefits that significantly 
exceed the benefits provided to the community. 

 
7. Perform an annual Zone-wide cost-benefit analysis to assess Program effectiveness 

and efficiency. 
 

8. Ensure that the data necessary to determine Program costs and benefits is collected.  
At a minimum this should include the number of jobs created and the pay rates of 
those jobs.  If the Zone Board determines that improvements should be made to the 
Business Annual Report to facilitate the collection of this data, it should work with 
DED to modify the current report format accordingly.  

 
9. Obtain clear instructions from DED on how to complete the Zone Annual Report. 

 
(Zone officials stated that DED has formed a committee that includes local zone 
officials to examine the data reporting problems.) 

 
We would appreciate receiving your response to the recommendations made in this report 

within 30 days, indicating any action planned or taken to implement them.  We also wish to express 
our appreciation to the management of South Jamaica Empire Zone for the courtesies and 
cooperation extended to our staff during this review. 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
 
 

Frank J. Houston 
Audit Director 

 
 
cc:  Martha Sobhani, Zone Coordinator 


